Explore the path of powerful youth experiences at Camp Fire! Along the way, discover the essential skills and mindsets that a young person develops and uncover the long-term benefits. Each region you travel to on the map represents the positive societal impact that youth in our programs can have because of their experiences in Camp Fire.

See other side for more detail.
Camp Fire’s program framework is a comprehensive look at what we do: the powerful youth experiences we create, the long-term benefits to young people, and positive societal impact they will have. While we measure the essential skills and mindsets gained in our programs, we know from research that developing these skills leads to greater outcomes that last a lifetime! What role does Thrive{ology} play? It’s the method we use in our programs to develop social, emotional, and cognitive skills. This map shows the entire journey a young person in Camp Fire can go on, and the importance of the work we do together.